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This is a dynamic risk assessment, reviewed weekly and informed by changes in Government advice and guidance. Admiral Lord Nelson School will use reasonable endeavours
to be flexible and work together with PCC Local Authority to ensure it stays open to all students wherever possible.
Supporting documents:
Schools coronavirus (COVID-19) operational guidance (publishing.service.gov.uk)
NEU GMB UNISON UNITE - Coronavirus: advice for fuller opening
NASUWT | 8 March Operational Guidance for Schools
Coronavirus (COVID-19) asymptomatic testing in schools and colleges - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
Face coverings in education - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)
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RISK ASSESSMENT – TO BE USED WITH EXISTING RISK ASSESSMENTS & GOVERNMENT GUIDANCE
Date to
be
actioned

N/A

Person to
implement

A lack of
knowledge and
understanding of
current
information,
advice and
guidance
increasing
transmission risk
within, and
potentially
beyond the
school
community

✓
X

Person to
implement

What are the hazards?

✓

NHA

➢ Staff will ensure that school
specific issues are reported to the
Headteacher/Deputy Head
teachers so that changes can be
made and information
disseminated to stakeholders if
appropriate.

All staff

Ongoing

✓

NHA

➢ Covid-19 section of website
created and updated with any
changes

MHU CDO
AGR

On going

✓

MHU
KHO

➢ Weekly sharing of RA & protocols
for all staff on school website.
Timely Staff training delivered as
needed e.g., LFT testing staff

MHU

On going

All staff understand Health and safety at ALNS is everyone’s
responsibility and will continue to actively carry out dynamic risk
assessments as part of our work and take steps which we believe are the
most prudent to limit Covid-19 spread. At any point, if specific advice or
clarification is required in relation to health and safety contact is made
with the PCC Health and Safety team.

✓

NHA

➢ H&S updates provided to all
stakeholders via letter/email as
and when guidance is updated

MHU

Ongoing

All school staff with underlying health issues or those within vulnerable
groups have been asked to make their condition known to the HR team
and/or Headteacher so Individual staff risk assessments are maintained
and reviewed every 4 weeks (or sooner if required) for those staff
identified as clinically vulnerable or extremely clinically vulnerable or
pregnant.

✓

NHA
CDO
MHU
LM’s

➢ Individuals RA reviewed in
response to changing DfE
guidance and personal
circumstances
➢ Personnel committee monitor
those needing individual risk

NHA, DJE &
LMs
Personnel
committee

On going

Generic Control Measures

DfE updated guidance distributed and considered by leadership team
Key changes in information are implemented and shared with all
relevant stakeholders (staff, governors, parents and students) via
email/bulletin at least once per week even where no changes are made.
The school website updated when changes are made to advice and
guidance and circulated to relevant stakeholders either through either
e-mail or the ‘Whatson@alns’ weekly bulletins or both
Staff receive virtual briefing/training in updated approaches and
protocols W/B 1st March so all staff are clear with the amended rules,
routines and processes. New staff or trainees are inducted on arrival.
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Additional Control Measures needed to reduce risk to an
acceptable level

ALNS Covid-19 Risk Assessment 2020/21 (Updated 1st March 2021)
assessments and direct further RA
to be completed for other staff if
necessary as circumstances
change
➢ Signage added to indicate location
of hand sanitisers on walls.
➢ Additional signage added for LFT
test centre & face covering

SJO/MHU

✓ SFE KHO

➢ Regularly reviewed action plans
for Chronic non-attenders in the
process of being completed at the
request of PCC.

KHO

Ongoing

✓

MHU

➢ RA publicly available on school
website and open to challenge
and scrutiny at all times with clear
communication avenues

MHU

Ongoing

✓

MHU
SJO
SLT

✓

NHA
CDO
MHU
AGR
HOH

All staff
students
and
parents

Ongoing

MHU

COVID guidance signage visible around school site and in all classrooms
re-emphasising key principles and expectations
Arrangements are in place to check the welfare of clinically vulnerable
children who have been recommended to continue to shield and are not
attending school, and other students where there is a safeguarding
concern
Union representatives/Staff/Parents/Students consulted re; risk
assessment and protocols made available on school website.
Prior to contractors and essential visitors arriving at school (where
possible) their interaction with the school is established beforehand.
This process allows for any relevant risk assessments, rules, procedures
for social distancing and hygiene precautions to be shared (see Appendix
1)
Information and guidance re; social distancing and hygiene measures,
behaviour policy amendments and no access to school site to visitors
unless pre-arranged are clearly articulated to parents and students
including use of social media/website etc. (see Appendix 1)
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➢ A culture where all stakeholders
feel confident in challenging
others actions if it compromises
social distancing/hygiene/face
covering protocols

Ongoing
Jan 21

✓
X

Control Measures

N/A

Additional Control Measures needed to reduce risk to
an acceptable level

Person to
implement

What are the hazards?

Person to
implement

ALNS Covid-19 Risk Assessment 2020/21 (Updated 1st March 2021)

Date to be
actioned

ESSENTIAL PREVENTION MEASURE 1: Minimise contact with individuals who are unwell by ensuring that those who have coronavirus (COVID19) symptoms, or who have someone in their household who does, do not attend school.
No prevention
controls in place
increasing
transmission risk
within, and
potentially
beyond the
school
community

✓

NHA
LM’s

Staff should not report for work if presenting with symptoms or until
the full recommended period of self-isolation has expired. Staff are to
follow normal, ‘medically unfit to work’ protocols by informing their line
manager and the absence line.

Students who are unwell with Covid-19 symptoms should not attend
school (see Appendix 1). Clear communication with parents and students
making it clear about not sending to school if symptomatic
Information to parents, HT letters, School Website, Weekly Parent
Bulletins, Answer machine messages and Signage at the visitor entrance
will make it clear that no-one should visit the school without an
appointment
Students and staff are advised to socially distance themselves from
other people where possible on the way into school if walking or using
public transport and to wash their hands as soon as they arrive at
school (considering touch points and adjusting as they go to wash their
hands thoroughly)
Staff are advised to keep up to date about reduced public services and
closed stations as a result of any reduced services during local/national
control measures
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✓

NHA
MHU

✓

NHA
MHU

✓

MHU

✓

MHU

➢ Staff informed that if they are ill
whilst self-isolating, they ring to
inform the school to ensure
record of sickness and workload
expectations are managed.
➢ Clear and well communicated
process for staff and students to
follow if test positive on LFD
whilst self-testing after 20th
March.

➢ Individuals encouraged to
wash/sanitise their hands before
leaving home and also before
travelling home from work
➢ All students wash/sanitise their
hands-on arrival

SFE

MHU

Ongoing
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No prevention
Staff are encouraged to use contactless payment and avoid public
controls in place
transport if possible
increasing
Staff are advised to consider how to maintain good hygiene on travel to
transmission risk work e.g. for example using gloves or tissues when filling cars up with
within, and
fuel helps reduce transmission. Further information available here:
potentially
gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-safer-travel-guidance-forbeyond the
passengers
school
If anyone develops coronavirus (COVID-19) symptoms in an education
community
setting they must be sent home and advised to follow the staying at
(cont)
home guidance. All suspected cases to self isolate and seek a test
immediately.
Staff, parents and students are informed that access to Coronavirus
(COVID-19) testing can be accessed by following this link:
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-getting-tested

✓

MHU

✓

MHU

✓

All staff
Medical
room
staff

➢ Other members of their
household (including any siblings)
should self-isolate for 10 days
from when the symptomatic
person first had symptoms.
➢ Advice from DfE/LHPT

✓

Medical
room
staff

➢ Everyone must wash their hands
thoroughly for 20 seconds with
soap and running water or use
hand sanitiser after any contact
with someone who is unwell

✓

MHU

✓

Medical
room
staff

✓

MHU

✓

Medical
room
staff SFE
MHU

Parents informed of their child symptoms and asked to collect
immediately. Parents will be asked to ensure someone can always
collect their child within 30 minutes of contact (see Appendix 1)
Assigned Medical room staff and cleaners are confident in managing
cases and have adequate PPE to manage all situations
A separate toilet is used by the student if this is required to limit any
transmission risk (as this would require enhanced cleaning before being
used by anyone else)
Where the student or staff member tests positive the school would
trigger Government Test and Trace protocols
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/nhs-test-and-trace-how-it-works
Parents and staff will be asked to inform the school immediately of the
results of a test
If someone tests positive, they should follow the ‘stay at home:
guidance for households with possible or confirmed coronavirus
(COVID-19) infection’ Schools must not share the names or details of
people with coronavirus (COVID-19) unless essential to protect others.
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➢ A template letter is provided to
schools, on the advice of the DfE
health protection team, to send
to parents of close contacts other
parents and staff
➢ School to manage any positive
cases following national and local
guidance through DfE helpline
and local HPT teams and take
recommended actions.

NHA/MHU

Ongoing

ALNS Covid-19 Risk Assessment 2020/21 (Updated 1st March 2021)
Areas where the individual has passed through and spent minimal time,
such as corridors are cleaned thoroughly as normal (See Appendix 1)
All classrooms that were used by that student will also receive
enhanced cleaning
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✓

SJO
Site team
Cleaning
team

➢ Parents informed of potential
action needed to be taken by
school including the need to send
students home during the school
day if appropriate.

NHA

Oct 2020

What are the hazards?

Control Measures
N
/
A

Additional Control Measures needed to reduce risk to
an acceptable level

Person to implement

✓
X

Person to implement
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Date to be
actioned

ESSENTIAL PREVENTION MEASURE 2: Ensure face coverings are used in recommended circumstances.
Poor take up or
incorrect use of
face coverings
leads to
increasing
transmission risk
within, and
potentially
beyond the
school
community

✓

Student/staff use of face coverings in line with DfE guidance and are
used appropriately and hygienically to limit risks. All students and staff
to wear face coverings in internal communal areas from 5th November.

MHU
NHA

✓

MHU

✓

MHU

Small supply of face coverings available for students and staff should
theirs becomes damp or soiled. Spares available at Student reception

Information videos shared with community using social media
platforms to ensure all are aware of expectations and the dangers of
not removing and disposing of coverings safely.
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➢ Ongoing need to wear covering
indoors. March 21 guidance –
face covering not required
outside.
➢ Staff made fully aware that face
coverings are non-compulsory
➢ March 21 re-opening guidance –
students to wear coverings in
class where social distancing is
not possible. Curriculum leaders
provided with a stock of bagged
face coverings that can be
distributed to teachers in team to
allow students to access to spare
coverings during lesson time if
needed.
➢ Exemption process in place for
March 21 to help staff only
address/encourage those
students not exempt to wear
covering

NHA
MHU

Nov 20

MHU

March 21

MHU

March 21

What are the hazards?

Control Measures
N
/
A

Additional Control Measures needed to reduce risk to
an acceptable level

Person to implement

✓
X

Person to implement
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Date to be
actioned

ESSENTIAL PREVENTION MEASURE 3: Clean hands thoroughly more often than usual
Poor hand
hygiene leads to
increasing
transmission risk
within, and
potentially
beyond the
school
community

All students and staff are to wash/sanitise their hands ‘on arrival’ at
school; after using the toilet; after breaks; after sporting activities;
before food preparation and eating any food (including snacks) and
before leaving school

✓ All staff

✓

MHU

The school uses a cashless system to ensure minimal cash handling.
When cash is in use it is left 48 hours before being processed
✓ All staff

Shared kitchen facilities are closed. Staff will only use their own cup,
cutlery, plates etc and will be responsible for washing these themselves
✓ All staff

Wherever possible staff will use the same classroom, office, room, area
each day and avoid changing classrooms, office, workstations, pens,
scissors or other equipment with different staff and student groups

✓

Sanitiser in every classroom across the school. Additional hand
sanitising units fixed in key areas across school site.
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MHU
SJO

➢ Relocation of existing sanitising
units to ensure they are best
placed following changes to day
to day operations for Nov-March

MHU/SJO/
Premises
team

➢ Plan in place to safely manage
any cash. Parents reminded of
preferred payment method –
Cashless using ParentPay
➢ Hot drinking facilities for staff will
be provided in Katrina’s garden
and limited to only 6 staff at a
time
➢ Staff in school divided into teams
and given team designated areas
for break etc to prevent
unnecessary mixing of staff
teams etc.
➢ Timetable changes following new
build allow all staff to remain in
their own class (other than 2
DHT)

Finance
team
SJO
MHU

➢ Sensitisers fitted in new build
area and others have been re-

Ongoing

SJO
GRO

Ongoing

MHU

Sept 2020

NHA

Oct 2020

Nov 2020
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located to ensure most effective
use.
For practical sessions that may involve the sharing of equipment or
there is a greater chance that social distancing would be compromised
then a risk assessment would need to be completed including PE,
Design and Music (Design team will follow CLEAPS guidance etc.)
Hand hygiene signage remains prominent across the school site
Equipment, stationary and textbooks are not shared and appropriate
measures are put in place to manage transmission risks in class (see
Appendix 1 & 6)
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✓

SCO
JFR
DCH

✓

MHU

✓ All staff

Aug/Sept
2020

What are the hazards?

Control Measures
N
/
A

Additional Control Measures needed to reduce risk to
an acceptable level

Person to implement

✓
X

Person to implement
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Date to be
actioned

ESSENTIAL PREVENTION MEASURE 4: Ensure good respiratory hygiene by promoting the ’catch it, bin it, kill it’ approach
Poor respiratory
hygiene leads to
increasing
transmission risk
within, and
potentially
beyond the
school
community

Staff follow and regularly reiterate the hygiene message to students;
• cover your cough or sneeze with a tissue
• if you don’t have any tissues available, then cough and sneeze
into the crook of your elbow
• throw the tissue in a bin
avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth with unwashed hands
Parents and students asked to bring, if possible, their own sealed packet
of tissues to school for use if necessary. Spares kept in key areas across
school e.g. Student reception/Medical room/Head of House & SIA offices
Where safeguarding, security or room temperature is not adversely
affected, all:

✓

All staff

➢ Included as part of Student
induction on return in
September.

MHU

From
3.9.20

✓

CDO

➢ Additional sealed packet of
tissues made available to all
students and staff

MHU

From
3.9.20

All staff

On going

MHU

March 21

✓ SJO MHU

➢ Local HPT advice confirmed that
during colder winter months
windows & doors can be closed
and opened at regular interval
e.g. in between lessons should
offer enough ventilation to limit
transmission risk – shared with
staff by NHA Oct 2020

✓

➢ See essential prevention measure
2

• internal doors that are not designated fire doors;
• fire doors with automatic closers;
• doors that do not need to be kept closed for security reasons;
are left open during the day when the school is in operation to reduce
the risk of having to touch communal door handles and push plates.
Ensure face coverings are used in recommended circumstances.
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MHU

What are the hazards?

Control Measures
N
/
A

➢

Additional Control Measures needed to
reduce risk to an acceptable level

Person to implement

✓
X

Person to implement
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Date to be
actioned

ESSENTIAL PREVENTION MEASURE 5: Introduce enhanced cleaning, including cleaning frequently touched surfaces often, using standard products
such as detergents and bleach
Poor cleaning
leads to
increasing
transmission risk
within, and
potentially
beyond the
school
community

✓

SJO RPH

Cleaning team schedule revamped to significantly increase cleaning
team capacity during the school day and allows for systematic regular
emptying of bins across the school on a daily basis

Ongoing Sanitisation Classroom kits in used by staff using agreed
protocols (See Appendix 1 & 6)
Enhanced cleaning is undertaken in the classrooms, offices and any
other room(s) used by any person with symptoms of coronavirus
(COVID-19)
Hand sanitisers are located at key points where handwashing is not
viable i.e. entrance/reception areas for visitors to use
Soap dispensers and hand driers within toilet areas are operational at
the start of each day and checked and monitored throughout the day.
Additional cleaning requirements have been agreed with site team and
cleaning staff, which includes additional hours to allow for this
Site staff follow cleaning procedures, risk assessments and COSHH with
special attention given to frequently touched surfaces (contact points)
i.e. light switches, hand rails, door handles and toilets etc
Member of cleaning team available throughout the day to respond
instantly to any issues affecting infection control
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✓

SJO RPH
All staff

✓

AKE
RPH
SJO

✓

SJO
Site team

✓

Cleaning
team

NHA
MHU SJO
RPH
✓ Site team
Cleaning
team
✓

✓

SJO RPH

➢ Review Public Health England
revised guidance for cleaning
non-healthcare settings Summer
2020
➢ Safe removal of health waste
because of onsite LFT testing
arranged and in protocols in
place

SJO RPH

03/09/20

SJO RPH

04/01/21

✓
X

Generic Control Measures

N/A

Additional Control Measures needed to reduce risk to an
acceptable level

Person to
implement

What are the hazards?

Person to
implement
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Date to be
actioned

PROPERLY CONSIDERED ESSENTIAL PREVENTION ACTION 6: Minimise contact between individuals and maintain social distancing wherever possible
Contact with
others and social
distancing not
managed
effectively leads
to increasing
transmission risk
within, and
potentially
beyond the
school
community

As much as possible, students and staff are always spaced apart.
Breaktimes and transitions will be carefully managed to help avoid
student contact with other groups of students. E.g. Only one Year
group access a specific area on the field to avoid social mixing
(Appendix 1)

✓

MHU

✓

MHU
CDO

➢ Staggered start and end of day
➢ To safely allow for staggered
starts/end of day as per DfE
guidance the car park will be closed
in the mornings between 08.00 –
08.30 and again in the afternoons
between 14.30 – 15.00hrs – no
vehicular access or deliveries are
allowed between these times.

MHU

Nov 2020

NHA/
MHU

Nov 2020

➢ Request for additional staff support
in class e.g., for behaviour can be
made using PARS (See Appendix 1)
➢ Following reduced access to outdoor
spaces new designated areas for
each year groups are organised.

KHO

Sept 2020

MHU

Oct 2020

✓ Site team
All staff

➢ Maximum occupancy signage placed
on all offices/staff works spaces to
ensure social distancing can be
maintained.

MHU/
SJO

Nov 2020

✓ SLT Exec

➢ Staff training for new operational
protocols

MHU

Oct 20
March 21

Agreed arrival window and entrance/dismissal point communicated to
each Year group.

✓

Consistent groups reduce the risk of transmission - Students will
overwhelmingly spend their day with other students in their Year
group including on arrival and dismissal; during all their lessons;
during transitions and at breaktime.
Whenever possible staff are encouraged to remain in departmental
subject areas throughout the day avoiding unnecessary gatherings e.g
staff room
Movement of students around the school is ‘carefully managed’ to
prevent groups of students / staff gathering
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NHA
MHU
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Staff must attempt to limit unnecessary contact with other staff only
meeting for professional reasons and ideally staying with their team
throughout the working day.
No visitors will be allowed except under specific circumstances (see
Appendix 1) and meetings should be made when students are off site
and minimal staff are on school site.
Student desks/workstations/tables will face the front of the class
wherever possible. If single desks they will be separated to maximise
distance between students in room whilst allowing staff to be able to
teach 2m away from students. (see Appendix 1)
External walkways maximised to minimise student traffic in school
corridors (see Appendix 1)
Hot and cold grab and go lunches offered which will be entirely selfcontained, including disposable cutlery where appropriate from 5
servery points – 1 for each year group
Students are directed not share their books, resources or any food or
drink items they may have. (see Appendix 1)
Social distancing signage and floor markers will be used where
appropriate and this will remain under constant review
A ‘keep left’ principle is used across the school when making any
transition around the school site
Clear rules about ‘not touching’ and social distancing expectations are
made clear through all school communication and challenged by staff
Classroom/Workplace Risk Assessments are completed by each
member of staff under the direction of their line manager to consider
how they will operate safely in their classroom/workspace
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✓

All staff

✓

All staff

✓

Class
teacher
s/Site
team

✓

MHU

✓

MHU
GRO

✓

All staff

✓

MHU
SJO

✓

MHU
All staff

➢ New keep left floor signage to be
added to internal corridors for
September

✓

SLT
All staff

✓

MHU SJO
CL’s
Site team
All staff

➢ Where this is not possible classroom
risk assessment must reflect
measure being taken to mitigate risk

CL’s

03/09/20

➢ Updated operational protocols
shared with all staff w/b 12th Oct &
w/b 1st March (Appendix 1)

MHU

March 21

SJO

03/09/20

➢ Signage around site reiterates ‘social
distancing’ message

MHU

03/09/20

➢ Updated at the start of academic
year 20/21
➢ Classroom/Workspace RA reviewed
November & Dec 20

CL/Key
Staff

Dec 20
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Where and when possible, groups will use direct external doors into
classrooms to reduce the footfall along internal corridors and
circulation routes

✓ All staff

➢ Nov 20 -March 21 protocols support
Year 7 -10 students to use external
exits and walkways minimising
student traffic inside the build

✓ All staff

➢ Locker limited to Year 7 only e.g.
08:00 - 08:10 and then at the end of
the day.
➢ Locker access for Y11 during exam
period.

MHU

Ongoing

CDO

Nov 20

➢ Parents informed to only drop off
their child when the child is unable
to make their own way to school in
exceptional circumstances. If
suitable drop off and pick-up point is
shared where parents can easily
socially distance is established (see
Appendix 1)
➢ Duty staff allocated to front of site
to help manage drop off etc.

NHA

Sept 20

Lockers are not to be used, and students are to place their bag(s)
under their desk and their coat on the backs of their chairs
Classroom and workspaces are decluttered, and unnecessary items
are removed to allow for ease of cleaning.
Max capacity placed on all communal toilets based on number of
cubicles available
Staff encouraged to use the range of entry/exits points to school site
at start and end of working day

Parents are instructed to follow Coronavirus (COVID-19): safer travel
guidance for passengers and requested not to gather at school
entrance gates or doors
gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-safer-travel-guidance-forpassengers
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✓

All staff
Site team

✓

MHU
CDO

✓

MHU
CDO

✓

NHA
MHU

What are the hazards?

Control Measures
N
/
A

Additional Control Measures needed to reduce risk to
an acceptable level

Person to implement

✓
X

Person to implement
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Date to be
actioned

All staff

On going

ESSENTIAL PREVENTION ACTION 7: Keep occupied spaces well ventilated.
Poor ventilated
spaces lead to
increasing
transmission risk
within, and
potentially
beyond the
school
community

Minimising transmission risks by ventilating workspaces by using agreed
whole approach to ventilation – see Appendix 3
Where safeguarding, security or room temperature is not adversely
affected, all:
• internal doors that are not designated fire doors;
• fire doors with automatic closers;
• doors that do not need to be kept closed for security reasons;
are left open during the day when the school is in operation to reduce
the risk of having to touch communal door handles and push plates.
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✓

All staff

✓ SJO MHU

➢ Local HPT advice confirmed that
during colder winter months
windows & doors can be closed
and opened at regular interval
e.g. in between lessons should
offer enough ventilation to limit
transmission risk – shared with
staff Oct 2020 and included in
Appendix 1

What are the hazards?

Control Measures
N
/
A

Additional Control Measures needed to reduce risk to
an acceptable level

ESSENTIAL PREVENTION ACTION 8: Where necessary, wear appropriate personal protective equipment (PPE)
Failure to use
PPE correctly or
in specific
situations
increases the risk
of transmission
of COVID-19

Full PPE (Apron, Gloves, Facemask and Visor) will be used by staff when
someone presents with COVID symptoms and are awaiting being
assessed e.g. Medical room staff or where personal care, including firstaid, has to take place.
ATC administering staff have all completed relevant NHS Test and Trace
training and all test centre staff follow all PPE guidance
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✓

MHU
Medical
room
staff

✓

MHU
ATC staff

Person to implement

✓
X

Person to implement
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Date to be
actioned

What are the hazards?

Control Measures
N
/
A

Additional Control Measures needed to reduce risk to
an acceptable level

Person to implement

✓
X

Person to implement

ALNS Covid-19 Risk Assessment 2020/21 (Updated 1st March 2021)

Date to be
actioned

ESSENTIAL PREVENTION ACTION 9: Promote and engage in asymptomatic testing.
Asymptomatic
individuals on
site increases the
risk of
transmission of
COVID-19

All staff offered regular twice weekly LFD testing initially on-site Jan-Feb
21. Testing is not mandatory for staff but is strongly encouraged.

✓

MHU

➢ Self—testing kits shared
distributed to staff w/b 1st March

NHA
MHU

Jan 21

✓

MHU

MHU

March 21

✓

MHU

➢ ATC to be relocated to sportshall
from assembly hall March 21 to
allow for 8 bays and offer aa safe
way to manage larger number of
students.
➢ Promotional video shared on
school social media platforms
and website to maximise student
participation on return to school.

MHU
CDO

March 21

rd

Asymptomatic Test Centre (ATC) set up w/b Jan 3 , 2021 with capacity
for 3 bays to offer twice weekly LFD testing for both students and staff.
Public Health England Risk Assessment completed – Appendix 6

Staggered schedule and process in place to offer 3 tests to all students
on their return to school w/b 8th March – Appendix 6
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Failure to engage
with NHS test
and Trace
process increases
the risk of
transmission

Poor
management of
confirmed cases
increases the risk
of transmission
of COVID-19 in
the school
community
Failure to follow
local health
protection team
advice increases

Control Measures

Additional Control Measures needed to reduce risk to
an acceptable level

ESSENTIAL RESPONSE ACTIONS
1. Engage with NHS Test and Trace process
2. Manage confirmed cases of coronavirus (COVID-19) amongst the school community
3. Contain any outbreak by following local health protection team advice
✓
➢ E-mail address provided to
NHA
parents to contact immediately
should their child test positive
including weekends, half term
Communicate with parents the need to follow all track, trace and
holidays etc. to allow for
isolate protocols; https://www.gov.uk/guidance/nhs-test-and-traceaccurate contact tracing
how-it-works
➢ DfE letter adopted and used to
inform those students required
to SI to do so and to inform the
wider school community of a
confirmed case
✓
MHU
Senior staff, Medical room staff and Student Service team fully aware of
➢ Tracker systems established of
DfE guidance on management of confirmed cases and actions
suspected student/staff cases,
necessary.
those self-isolating and those
who are awaiting or have been
tested.
➢ LA informed of all cases affecting
school
Local Health Protection team’s advice followed should anyone in the
school community is tested positive using PCC guidelines for schools
responding to a positive case.
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✓

MHU

➢ Senior team all briefed re;
outbreak action planning folder
that outlines actions necessary
when positive cases arise using

Person to
implement

What are the hazards?

✓
X
N
/
A

Person to
implement

ALNS Covid-19 Risk Assessment 2020/21 (Updated 1st March 2021)
Date to be
actioned

NHA
MHU

Oct 20

NHA
MHU

Oct 20

SOS
DJE

Sept 20

NHA

Oct 20

NHA
MHU

Sept 20

ALNS Covid-19 Risk Assessment 2020/21 (Updated 1st March 2021)
the risk of
transmission
School operating
differently
increases risk to
the safe running
of the school and
wellbeing of
students and
staff

PCC outbreak planning
documentation
✓

E-mail/Text to parents to notify them of any exceptional temporary
closure or limited offer due to insufficient staff cover/lack of sufficient
cleaning fluid

NHA CDO
MHU

✓

SJO

✓

SJO

➢ System in place to be sent to
parents with voting button re;
permission to send child home
or otherwise if needed

MHU

Oct 20

➢ Fire Risk Assessment
completed, and action points
being addressed Jan 21

SJO/MHU

Dec 20

➢ Fire drill completed Nov 20

MHU/SJO

Nov 21

➢ Fire drill completed Nov 20

HU/SJO

All statutory inspections are up to date and compliant
Contact is made with Contractual Services if any problems are identified

✓ MHU/SJO

The operational Fire risk assessment has been reviewed and
appropriate controls are in place
The schools have a system for knowing which staff and students are
in the school when open

✓

Student
services

Staff informed of amended evacuation procedures

✓

MHU

Amended evacuation procedures are shared with all students and staff
in order to maintain distancing as much as is practical in the event of an
evacuation. Groups should remain apart during evacuation where
possible (see Appendix 1)
Personal Emergency Evacuation Plans are in place for students/staff
who need assistance to evacuate the building
Site team know where utility isolation points and firefighting
equipment are
Activities undertaken do not increase the potential for fire
Fire evacuation procedures are shared with staff and students. A
‘known to all fire drill’ in groups is conducted, so that each group
considers social distancing while exiting and assembling.
Alarm points and the Fire logbook checks are completed

✓

MHU/SJO

✓

AKE

✓

SJO

✓

All staff

✓

MHU/CDO
KHO/SFE

✓

SJO
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Oct 20

ALNS Covid-19 Risk Assessment 2020/21 (Updated 1st March 2021)
✓

DWI
CL’s

✓

All staff

✓

SLT Exec

✓

NHAMHU

✓

NHA MHU

Remote & Distance learning protocols are in place with ongoing staff
development and collaborative sessions planned as back up should a
local lockdown take place
Students aware of expectations when participating in a live lesson.
Key Work school protocols in place should there be a need for further
national restrictions.
Staff are reminded to be mindful and supportive to students and fellow
colleagues as all staff and students are likely to have wide ranging
personal experiences during the period of lockdown.

All staff a have an opportunity to take a break during the school day and
provided with a safe space to take it
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➢ 800 Leased Chromebook all
distributed.
➢ Final 42 Chromebook due to
arrive Jan 21 for immediate
release

MHU

Nov 20

➢ KWS protocols in place if
another National Lockdown is
required.

➢ Staff room adapted to ensure
social distancing
➢ All office spaces assessed for
safe maximum occupancy re;
social distancing and poster
displayed at entrance of each
office/workspace

MHU/NHA

Jan 21

MHU/SJO/
NHA

Jan 21

Appendix 1:
Operational Covid-19 Protocols
Spring 2 (Full reopening from March 2021)
Overview:
This document is designed to help all staff in understanding how the school will be managed to allow all students to
access to a full-time curriculum whilst adhering to DfE COVID-19. Guidance. Appendix 2 will focus on the delivery of
COVID testing from the Asymptotic Test Centre.
The document is not exhaustive and remain a ‘work in progress’ and will be subject to continual review as of 5th
March and should be used in conjunction with Appendix 3 - Basic working guidelines for ALNS staff Covid19 Protocols all available publicly on the school website.
Changes to the Action plans & protocols will be circulated and shared with students and staff immediately or at least
weekly via the staff bulletin or by e-mail. The most recent Risk Assessment and protocol document will be available
on the school website.
If you do have questions that are not covered by the protocols, please email mhutton@alns.co.uk or
cdoherty@alns.co.uk
•

Student Arrival (Outside the initial staggered arrival times to facilitate LFT testing the following applies):

-

School will be ready to receive students from 8am no earlier.
Parents are not allowed to drop students off by car at the school entrances. Students are encouraged to walk
or cycle to school safely, or if they do need to be dropped off by parents then one of the local car parks near
the school can be used for this. There is a public car park at the rear of Southsea Golf Club which is 300
metres from the south entrance.
Students must arrive within the designated time window for their year group at the correct entrance as we
want to minimise the contact between year groups as much as possible. The table below shows the
designated times for each year group to both arrive at school and leave school at the end of the day.

-

Year
7
8
9
10
11
-

-

Entrance
South
North
South
North
South

Arrival window
8:00-8:10
8:00-8:10
8:10-8:20
8:15-8:25
8:20-8:30

Lesson 1
08:25
08:25
08:25
08:25
08:30

Students will be expected to wash hands or sanitise them in extreme weather conditions.
Following handwashing, students in Year 7-9 must make their way to their designated muster point (see
diagram below).
At 8:15 period 1 teaching staff will be in classroom to welcome students as they will be directed from
mustering in their designated area to go to their first lesson.
Students arriving after 8:15am must go directly to their first lesson after handwashing. Year 9 & 10 using
external pathways and Year 11 students must use internal walkway and entrances.
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-

-

Punctuality is absolutely vital to minimise the mixing of year groups and the school gates will be locked
promptly at 8.30.
Year 7 wishing to access lockers in the morning can do so from 8am. They will be allowed to leave the main
hall go up the stairs to floor 1, visit their locker and return the same way. They must return to the main hall
mustering point by 08:15 at the latest.
The diagram below provides information as how students will arrive to school and muster venues if in Year
7-9.

At 08:15:
- Year 9 students in the canteen will be dismissed back out of canteen doors at 08:15 to make their way to 1st
lesson. Year 9 students arriving after 08:15 will be required to go straight to their 1st lesson.
- Year 7 students will be dismissed from the main hall through canteen exit once all Year 9 have been
dismissed. Year 7 students who have 1st lesson in the Hums block will be allowed to re-enter the block from
the way they entered to make their way directly to Hums classroom.
- Year 8 students will be dismissed from the main hall through central ground floor exit. Year 8 students who
have 1st lesson in the Hums block will be allowed to re-enter the block from the way they entered to make
their way directly to Hums classroom.
- Posted on the wall in hall will be timetable information for Year 7/8 classes in Hums block Period 1 for both
Week A & B so those Y7/8 students who have a lesson 1 in the Hums block can be dismissed directly back to
those classrooms limiting student movement around the building.
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•

•

Designated Breaktime venues

Year

AM Muster
point

7

Main hall South

8

Main hall North

9

Canteen

10

N/A

11

N/A

Breaktime Covered
space in event of
poor weather
Main hall South & x1
Marquee
MUGA & Sportshall
(Drama room instead
of sporthall during
initial testing)
Mall & Main Hall
North
Canteen
Year 11 Village Deck
area & Eng 7

•

•

Lunch/Break
Toilets

Main servery
right

New block
toilets

Main servery
left

PE
toilets/Portaloos

Pod in Mall
Pod in
Canteen

KS3 toilets

Deck servery

Deck toilets

KS4 toilets

Drinking water
access
Hums block
water fountain
on wall

Back of exercise
deck
Drama room
water fountain
Canteen - water
fountains
Year 11 Village
water fountain

Student dismissal at end of Period 5
Teaching staff will ensure workspaces have been cleared and wiped down. Students will be dismissed and
then supervised off site exiting by the external doors of each classroom encouraging social distancing. Chairs
must be placed on tables at the end of Period 5. Dismissals will be staggered to help maintain social
distancing and prevent large groups gathering.
Year
7
8
9
10
11

•

Servery

Exit
South
North
South
North
South

Dismissal time
14:45
14:45
14:50
14:50
14:55

After-school clubs or detentions - Any Year 7-8 student staying for an after-school extracurricular club or for
a detention then when they are dismissed from their last lesson they muster socially distanced in their Year
group bubble in the canteen area supervised by a duty member of staff until 2:55pm. At 2:55pm they will be
dismissed from the external doors to go to their club or detention.
Any Year 9 & 10 student is staying for an after-school extracurricular club or for a detention then when they
are dismissed from their last lesson they muster socially distanced in their Year group bubble in the Year 11
Village Marquee area supervised by a duty member of staff until 2:55pm. At 2:55pm they will be dismissed
to go to their club or detention using external walkways.
Designated area for each year group at Breaktimes
There are designated areas for each year group for use at breaktimes. Barriers and signage will be used to
ensure students do not mix with other Year groups. The maps on the following pages illustrates this for each
Year group.
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Year 7 – A marquee will be available for students to ‘sit in’ at breaktimes. The playground area will allow
students some outside space. Students have access to a water fountain on an external wall and can access
the new block toilets. They can access the main servery through the main hall where they may also sit to eat
food etc. At the end of breaktimes Year 7 students needing access to the Main building must leave across the
quad and past SJO/KHO office.

Year 8 students will have access to 2 large marquees on the MUGA. There will be chairs and tables for them
to sit on. Year 8 will be able to access the Basketball rings. Year 8 students can access the PE changing room
toilets and refill water bottles at the water fountain on Deck wall. Students will be able to buy food by
entering through PE entrance from the left of the main servery. In very poor weather students will be
allowed to access the sportshall.
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Year 9 students will be able to access the North end of the main hall in addition to the length of the mall
seating area. Student can access the pod in the mall at both breaktimes. Year 9 can access the KS3 toilets at
breaktimes and can refill water bottles from the water fountain by Drama rooms. Students should enter area
via ground floor entrance at KS3 toilet and exit via central lobby.

Year 10 students will be able to access the canteen space at both breaks where they can access the pod in
the canteen at both breaks. Year 10 can access the KS4 toilets at breaktimes using the internal stairs to go
both up and down. Students can refill water bottles from the water fountain in the canteen. Students should
enter and leave area via the back-canteen doors only. Additionally, 2 portaloos will be provided by MUGA.
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Year 11 students will access their designated area internally from the main build or externally from the Hums
block. Students have their own servery, toilets and water fountain. At the end of both breaktimes Year 11
students will need to be dismissed back into the main build about 1 min after the bell to ensure main build has
been emptied of other students. However, they can access the Hums block externally directly on the bell.
•
•
-

-

Purchasing food from Hamilton’s
Food/Drink for students is going to be available at both breaktimes from 5 different servery’s each one
designated to a specific year group with a clear entry and exit point
Students/staff using the food serving points must sanitise their hands before using the fingerprint payment
system and then they must sanitise again before going to eat their food.
Football
Year 11 students will be supervised to play football on the new 3G pitch at both breaks.
Year 8-10 students wanting to play football at breaktime can do so on the ATP. They must only play within
their own Year group and groups need to be no more than 10. Records of football group bubbles are
maintained by GAN/JSH/MFU. The ATP has been divided so each Year group has their own section to avoid
year group mixing. Students are required to provide their own ball.
No food is to be eaten on the ATP. Students waiting to enter the ATP must remain within member of their
own Year group.
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•

Classroom Layouts: Classroom layout including tutor time; In line with the guidance, classrooms will be set
up wherever possible with desks facing towards the front of the room and the teacher. Where this is not
possible, we will ensure that students are not sitting facing another student or if this is the case there will be
a physical barrier to prevent transmission.

•

Within the classroom desks will be spread out as much as far as possible from
each other using the whole space available.

•

In tutor time where there will be students from different year groups, students
will be sat with students from their own year group and they will remain socially
distanced from the other year groups. The students will also arrive and leave
tutor time by year group to maintain the social distancing and prevent them
getting too close or mixing.

•

All desks/tables will be moved to face the front. Where single desks are available
students will be distanced as best possible in the space provided. Students will
be asked to remain at their individual tables during classroom-based study.

•
-

Student Toilet Arrangements:
Students should not need to access toilets during lesson time. However, in emergencies during lesson time
students should access the accessible toilets on each floor in the main build or, if in the Hums Block, the
main toilet block.

•
-

Staff Toilet Arrangements:
Staff can use the staffroom toilets located opposite the medical room, the accessible toilets found on every
floor and the visitors toilet situated next to Broadside and the visitor’s reception. Staffroom toilets will
operate a limited capacity based on the number of cubicles available.

•
-

Staff – Food and refreshments
Hamilton’s outlets will be open at both breaktimes – ensure you have credit in your account. You may prefer
to bring a packed lunch that will help limit face to face contact around the school.
Shared staff kitchen facilities remain closed to limit and cups, cutlery etc. should not be shared;
Breaks can be taken in Katrina garden or in an office/classroom observing social distancing
Support staff without an office or classroom can use the staff room for break e.g. TA’s etc.
Hot drink facility available through the day located in Katrina’s garden – please top up urn with water jugs.

•

Visitors on site
In order to help mitigate risks the school will have no unplanned visitors to the school and planned visitors
will be for essential purposes e.g. essential maintenance. Any visitor will undertake their visit away from
everyone else with strict distancing, hand-washing and all other infection control measure in place. Parents
are included in this protocol and will not be allowed into the school buildings with only essential parental
meetings taking place after school.

•

Fire Evacuation Procedures: All normal evacuation procedures (e.g. Fire) will remain in place so that the
students remain confident of how to leave the building in an emergency – i.e. Mustering socially distanced in
House Tutor groups on the ATP. The risks associated with a reason to evacuate e.g. fire considerably
outweigh the risk associated with Covid-19.
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Structure of the day:

March 2021 - Timings of the day
Year 7 (South) & Year 8 (North) Arrival to school

0800-0810

Year 9 (South) Arrival to school

0810-0820

Year 10 (North) & 11 (South) Arrival to school

0820-0830

Lesson 1 - 8:25/8:30pm - 9:23am
3 min warning for end of Lesson 1

09:19

Pop up at 09:19 - 3 minute warning

y7-10 dismissed to transition to next lesson and released externally
09:22
(internal if Hums block). All Year 11 released internally
All students to have settled in next class- Y7-10 enter external door. Year
11 enter classrooms via internal doors in main build and by external
09:25
doors in Hums Block
Period 2 - 09:25am - 10:25am
3 min/6min 'pop up' warning for end of Lesson 2

DISMISSAL BELL
START OF PERIOD 2 BELL

Pop up at 10:19am - 3 minute warning for Year 11 6 minute warning for Y7-10

10:19

Dimiss Year 11 by INTERNAL Door in main building or EXTERNAL DOOR in
10:22
Pop up at 10:22am - Warning - 3 min warning for Y7-10
Hums block to access Y11 Village.
1st Break begins - Year 7-10 students released by EXTERNAL door in Main
10:25
Year 7-10 DISMISSAL BELL
Build or Internal door in Hums block
1st Break - 10:25am - 10:52am
End of Breaktime for Year 7-10 - Released through designated exit point
to next lesson. Year 11 released 1 min later internally from Deck.
Tutor time starts

10:52

END OF BREAKTIME BELL - Year 11 released at 10:53

10:55

START OF TUTOR TIME BELL

Tutor time 10:55am - 11:15am
3 min warning for end of Tutor time
11:12
y7-10 dismissed to transition to next lesson and released externally
11:15
(internal if Hums block). All Year 11 released internally
All students to have settled in next class- Y7-10 enter external door. Year
11 enter classrooms via internal doors in main build and by external
11:18
doors in Hums Block
Period 3 11:18am - 12:15pm
3 min/6min 'pop up' warning for end of Lesson 3

12:09

Year 11 released by subject teacher by INTERNAL Door in main building or
EXTERNAL DOOR in Hums block to access Y11 Village

12:12

2nd Break begins - Year 7-10 students released by EXTERNAL door in Main
Build or Internal door in Hums block

12:15

Pop up at 11:12 - 3 minute warning
DISMISSAL BELL
START OF PERIOD 3 BELL

Pop up at 12:09 - 3 minute warning for Year 11 6 minute warning for Y7-10
Pop up at 12:12 - Warning - Dimiss Year 11 from INTERNAL
DOOR now
Year 7-10 DISMISSAL BELL

2nd Break begins - 12:15pm-12:45pm
End of Breaktime for Year 7-10 - Released externally to make way to next
lesson. Year 11 enter main building 1 min later at 12:46
Period 4 Begins - All students to have settled in next class- Y7-10 enter via
external door. Y11 enter classrooms via internal doors in main build and
by external doors in Hums Block

12:45

END OF BREAKTIME BELL

12:48

START OF PERIOD 4 BELL

Period 4 - 12:48pm-13:47pm
3 min warning for end of Period 4
13:44
Pop up at 13:44 - 3 minute warning
y7-10 dismissed to transition to next lesson and released externally
13:47
DISMISSAL BELL
(internal if Hums block). All Year 11 released internally
Period 5 Begins - All students to have settled in next class- Y7-10 enter
13:50
START OF PERIOD 5 BELL
external door. Year 11 enter internally in main build
Period 5 Begins - 13:50pm -14:45/14:50/14:55pm
Year 7 & 8 released Main build - EXTERNALLY Hums block - Year 7
EXTERNALLY/Year 8 INTERNALLY - those remaining on site supervised in
Canteen until 3pm

14:45

Pop up at 14:42 - Warning - Dimiss Year 7 & 8 in 3 mins
Pop up at 14:45 - Warning - Dimiss Year 7 & 8 now and Year
9 & 10 in 5 mins

Year 9 & 10 released Main build - EXTERNALLY Hums block - Year 9
EXTERNALLY/Year 10 INTERNALLY and supervised off site. Those
remaining on site supervised in Year 11 Village Marquee until 3pm

14:50

Pop up at 14:50 - Warning - Dimiss Year 9 & 10 now and
Year 11 in 5 mins

Year 11 released (Main build & Hums Block EXTERNALLY)

14:55

Extra-curricular Clubs/Detentions begin

15:00
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Pop up at 14:55- Warning - Dimiss Year 11 now

•
•

•

•

Duty
Duties are of paramount importance in ensuring the safety of all the students in our care. If, for any reason,
you are unable to perform your duties on a particular day or time, please arrange to change with someoneelse and inform the Duty Leader for that area if appropriate.
Break duties: Teachers and support staff will be directed to undertake some supervising of duties at
breaktimes. It is absolutely essential to the safety and wellbeing of the school community that staff follow
expectations regarding their role during breaktimes at all times. Staff should engage positively, supportively
and assertively with students to ensure that they all fully comply with protocols for movement around
school.
Due to changes to the structure of the school day and logistics at breaktime the 20/21 duty rota will be
completely reviewed and amended. This will be shared as soon as possible but at the latest by email before
Tuesday 9th March.
Before School Duties: 08.15am-08.25am (10 mins)
All teaching staff are expected to be on duty from 8.15am. This will include teachers being in their allocated
teaching rooms ready to receive students for period 1 lessons OR, if not teaching period 1, they will be
required to manage student safely onto site and into lessons.
After School Duties: 14.45-15.00 (10/15 mins)
All teaching staff will be expected to be on duty for 10 minutes at the end of the school day from 14.50 until
15.00 to support the safe dismissal of students other than Period 5 teachers of Year 11. Teachers of Year 7 &
8 will be required to be on duty from 14:45-15:00. Teachers of Year 9 & 10 will be required to on duty from
14:50–15:00 by following their class and other students to their exit gate
Student transitions.
A ‘keep left’ principle is reinforced throughout the building. Y7-10 students’ transitions should ideally take
place using external doors, walkways, and staircases whenever possible to help mitigate transmission risks.
Students may travel around the building externally without needing to wear a face covering.
Year 11 students will move around the building internally other than to access the Hums block where they
should head to the Deck area and around the end of the school to access the rooms externally. This should
mean that corridors and internal walkways have a low footfall.
Year 11 students can move both ways up the inside stairs providing they keep left.
Year 7-10 can move both ways up the external stairs but try to keep left.
Staff PC will display pop ups at key transition times during the school day to ensure consistency of student
dismissal from lesson. Staff must be ready to release students in an orderly fashion on end of session bells
having completed all sanitation practices. Year 11 Staff must be on the corridor to meet and greet their next
class. Year 7-10 staff must be a presence on external walkways to supervise student transition.
Lesson that are scheduled as Double lessons e.g. Lesson 1-2 or 4-5 do not need to transition with rest of the
year group.
In the morning at 08:15 Year 7& 8students who are being taught in Hums block will be released directly back
into Hums rooms to prevent unnecessary student footfall. At all other times Year 7 students can only access
their marquee and designated area by walking around the end of the school through the Year 11 Village.
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•

Infection Control/Social Distancing: Everyone who attends the school (staff and students) will follow the
protocols below that are designed using the government guidance and the ‘hierarchy’ of priorities for
infection control:
- minimising contact with individuals who are unwell by ensuring that those who have coronavirus
symptoms, or who have someone in their household who does, do not attend school
- cleaning hands more often than usual - wash hands thoroughly for 20 seconds with running water and
soap and dry them thoroughly or use alcohol hand rub or sanitiser ensuring that all parts of the hands are
covered
- ensuring good respiratory hygiene by promoting the ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ approach
- cleaning frequently touched surfaces often using standard products, such as detergents and bleach
- minimising contact and mixing by altering, as much as possible, the environment (such as classroom
layout) and timetables (such as staggered movement at transition time)
At ALNS we have agreed the following as part of our Infection control protocols:
- Students will have to wash their hands regularly.
- Parents have been requested to provide their child with tissues in individual packs. For those without
space packets will be located in each Year group Village helping to support the ‘Catch it, bin it, kill it’
approach;
- Students will be supported to regularly maintain the cleanliness of their assigned workspace;
- Surfaces will be wiped between activities with antibacterial spray and wipes;
- Classroom teachers will ensure all door handles and other touch points in the classroom be wiped down
after each session;
- Every classroom in use will receive daily enhanced cleaning with surfaces cleaned thoroughly and wiped
with antibacterial spray at regular intervals during the day;
- Students will be encouraged to socially distance whenever possible;
- Toilets will be available throughout the day and these will be cleaned at regular interval throughout the
school day by the site team;
- Qualified first aider are trained and are ready to manage any student or staff member presenting with
Covid-19 symptoms;
- Bins in classrooms will be emptied daily or sooner if urgent needs arise;
- In order to ensure the safety of the wider school community it is important that any parents choosing to
send their child to school respect all government guidance and are not mixing with others or are
knowingly allowing their child to mix with others outside of their household beyond the current
regulations.
- Social distancing advice is to ideally maintain 2 metre gaps between people however we accept that this
may not be possible. Nonetheless, we believe we have made plans that will maintain social distancing
measures whilst in school. Although we are going to do all we can to distance everyone, we must be
clear that this may not always be possible.

•

Face coverings
- Face coverings should be worn by adults and students when moving around the premises, outside of
classrooms, such as in corridors and communal areas where social distancing cannot easily be
maintained. They should be worn in classrooms or during activities unless social distancing can be
maintained.
- Face coverings do not need to be worn by students when outdoors on the premises.
- This does not apply in situations where wearing a face covering would impact on the ability to take part
in exercise or strenuous activity, for example in PE lessons.
- The DfE are expecting the following measures to be in place until Easter when it will be reviewed.
- Face visors or shields should not be worn as an alternative to face coverings. They may protect against
droplet spread in specific circumstances but are unlikely to be effective in reducing aerosol transmission
when used without an additional face covering.
- They should only be used after carrying out a risk assessment for the specific situation and should always
be cleaned appropriately.
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•

•
•

•
•

•

Exemptions
Some individuals are exempt from wearing face coverings. Staff should be sensitive to those needs, noting
that some people are less able to wear face coverings and that the reasons for this may not be visible to
others. Exemption applies to those who:
cannot put on, wear or remove a face covering because of a physical impairment or disability, illness or
mental health difficulties.
speak to or provide help to someone who relies on lip reading, clear sound or facial expression to
communicate.
Parents of students are required to contact akeen@alns.co.uk to discuss exemption requests.
Where it is agreed they are exempt then students would be :
issued a school pass that they may choose to wear with a lanyard;
identified as exempt on PARS class registers by temporarily adding a letter ‘f’ following their name.
REMINDER – Please never disclose the meaning of the codes or that in fact they mean anything at all.

Access to face coverings
Students are already likely to have access to face coverings. However, the school has a contingency
supply available for individuals who:
• are struggling to access a face covering
• are unable to use their face covering as it has become damp, soiled or unsafe
• have forgotten their face covering
-

•

Curriculum Directors will have a supply of pre-bagged face coverings that their team can access to
ensure they have spares available in class preventing students being sent to reception to collect one.
Curriculum Directors must ensure they maintain a steady supply for their team with more being available
from student reception when needed.
At breaktimes spares are also available for students at reception.
NO STUDENT SHOULD BE DENIED EDUCATION ON THE GROUNDS THAT THEY ARE NOT WERING A FACE
COVERING

Safe wearing and removal of face coverings
Managing face coverings needs to be communicated to students. It should explain the importance of:
o not touching the front of their face covering during use or when removing it;
o disposing of temporary face coverings in a ‘black bag’ waste bin (not recycling bin);
o placing reusable face coverings in a plastic bag they can take home with them;
o cleaning of hands before and after touching the mask – including to remove or put them on;
o the safe storage of them in individual, sealable plastic bags between use;
o replacing a damp or soiled face covering.;
o bringing a spare face covering to wear if their face covering becomes damp/soiled during the day.
Adjustments should be made for students with SEND who may be distressed with the need to wear and
remove face covering
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•

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE):
Some ALNS staff may need to wear PPE in the following circumstances;
- Staff have been supplied and given guidance in regard to the use of visors and will be expected to wear
them when they walk around the building but they can be removed when working at their own work
stations such as computers and desks.
- Staff may use gloves for certain tasks but during the school day, handwashing and good hygiene will be
the priority;
- Full PPE (Apron, Gloves, Facemask and Visor) will only be used by staff when someone presents with
COVID symptoms and are awaiting being assessed e.g. Medical room staff or where personal care,
including first-aid, has to take place;
- Where possible, students will be supported to apply their own first-aid e.g. plasters for blisters, minor
cuts or grazes.

•

Hygiene and hand washing throughout the day
On arrival to school students will be asked to wash their hands at one of the outside sinks. There is running
water, soap and paper towels at both ends of the school near where students enter.

On entry to every classroom students will be given a cloth and their desk will be
sprayed by the teacher, and the students will then clean their work area.
At the end of each lesson students again will be asked to clean their work area and
as they leave the room, they will put their cloths in the bin.
Staff will have hand sanitiser that they can provide to students at the end of each
lesson and students will have access to the sinks at break and lunchtime.

-

There are over 20 hand sanitiser dispensers located around the school building to be used when the
need arises.
In practical subjects, measures have been taken to ensure that equipment is thoroughly cleaned
between any use by different students, or that students have their own set of equipment.
Students will not be able to share any of their equipment or borrow equipment from the teachers, so it
is essential that they come to school well equipped for the day.
Spare equipment will be made available in each Year 7 & 8 registration halls that can be given to
students if necessary. Other spare equipment will be kept behind student reception.
We strongly recommend that students carry their own hand sanitiser that they can use whenever they
need to.
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•

Classroom/Office sanitising kit
1 x 500ml Anti-bacterial hand sanitiser.
1 pea sized amount per student upon entry to the classroom, as and when required.
1 x Anti-bacterial surface spray.
COSHH sheet provided.
1 x roll of disposable cloths.

Instructions for use:
1. Place a sheet of cloth on each desk at the beginning of each session.
2. Spray all desks and ask the students to clean their own working area and Chromebook if applicable. Only the
Key Worker School Leader will touch the anti-bac spray bottle assigned to that classroom
3. At the end of the lesson please ask all students to place their individual cloths into the classroom bins placed
by the exiting door.
4. At the end of the lesson we would strongly advise spraying and wiping of teacher desk and keyboard, door
handles the backs of chairs where students may have handled them and any other touch points possibly
handled by students.
5. The spray bottle, supply of cloths and 500ml hand sanitiser bottle will be monitored by the rooms assigned
cleaner every evening. However, if this runs out and you need a refill before the end of the day please contact
the team via email premises@alns.co.uk or rphillips@alns.co.uk
6. Staff personal hand sanitiser bottle (100ml) can be refilled at any of the various locations;
Visitor reception, Student reception or from Steve Johnson’s office. Additionally, each Curriculum leader has
been provided with a large sanitiser refill bottle which is placed in an accessible place for team members to
access e.g. in the Maths office
These items must not be removed from this classroom. Each room has an individual supply.
•

Minimising transmission risks by ventilating workspaces

It is important to ensure classrooms/workspaces are well ventilated and a comfortable teaching and working
environment is maintained. Heating should be used as necessary to ensure comfort levels are maintained
particularly in occupied spaces.
1. A constant air flow should be maintained in all workspaces, so staff should open windows in rooms slightly
during use (high level windows in preference to low level to reduce draughts). They should be open just
enough to provide constant background ventilation.
2. Doors do not need to remain open. However, every lesson or ½ way through a double lesson the door
(external door preferably) should be opened to purge the air in the space for a short period of time without
compromising the working environment.
3. Where classrooms/workspaces open into internal spaces e.g. the mall then the opening of internal doors (in
addition to the opening of internal windows) is encouraged providing it does not compromise a comfortable
teaching and working environment.
4. Outside coats should not be required but additional, suitable indoor clothing (e.g. vests) would be beneficial
in the coldest months of the year.
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•
-

•

Student Behaviour:
ALNS Behaviour policy remains in place with the following key rules and/or updates;
Students who find it hard to socially distance should be initially encouraged with gentle reminders escalating
to firmer reprimands or sanctions, but if behaviour that puts the safety of the group continues, we may
review with parents the availability of a place at the school;
Students must sit in their teacher assigned seat and not move around the room without teacher permission;
School rules on mobile phones apply e.g., they are not out and there is no listening to music either as per
normal school - if seen they will be taken until the next break time;
Students cannot leave the room without permission;
Students must follow all instructions given by staff at all times;
Emergency call out – if SLT support is required in your room whilst teaching you can do so using PC by using
PARS.

Click on the warning triange icon at the top of your PARS page

Type in the text box your message
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Tick the Immediate box to send the message

Then Select the Recipients tab, please ensure that you select all the names in the list to ensure Student Services
receive the message and click the email icon for everyone and accept.
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•

Detentions:
- Teacher and curriculum area detentions will be amalgamated into one detention called “curriculum area
detention” – this will be 30 mins long – from 15:00 – 15:30
- Any detentions will take place in separate room for each year group and staffed by a member of curriculum
team.
- Students have a number of “slots” available for staff - allocated below – in this way it could be that for
example, a year 9 student could have a different subject on a different day all in one week. PARS will only
allow you to set for the day available to that year group.
- Each subject has allocated rooms and are in close proximity to others in the department.
- On PARS, the drop down will now say “English Year 7, English year 8 etc. to pick from so the students are
directed to the right room.
Curriculum Area
English

Maths

Science

Hums

Languages

Digital Comm

PE

Performance

Design

Rooming
7 – Eng 1
8 – Eng 2
9 – Eng 3
10 – Eng 4
11 – Eng 5
7 – Ma 1
8 – Ma 2
9 – Ma 3
10 – Ma 4
11 – Ma 5

Year 7
Mon/Tues

Year 8
Tues/Wed

Year 9
Wed/Mon

Year 10
Tues/Mon

Year 11
Wed/Tues

Tues/Wed

Wed/Fri

Fri/Mon

Mon/Tues

Tues/Wed

7 – Sci 1
8 – Sci 2
9 - Sci 3
10 – Sci 4
11 – Sci 5
7 – Hums 1
8 – Hums 2 9 –
Hums 3
10 – Hums 4
11 – Hums 6
7 – Hums 5
8 – Lang 1
9 – Lang 2
10 – Lang 3
11 – Lang 4
7 – Info
8 – Info
9 – IT 1
10 – IT 2
11 – Media
7/8 – S/hall
9 – Sci 6
10 – Sci 7
11 – Sci 8
7 - Music 1
8 – Music 2
9 – Dance
10 – Dr 1
11 – Dr 2
7 – Des 1
8 – Des 2
9 – Des 3
10 – Des 4
11 – Des 5

Wed/Fri

Fri/Mon

Mon/Tues

Tues/Wed

Wed/Fri

Fri/Mon

Mon/Tues

Tues/Wed

Wed/Fri

Fri/Mon

Mon/Tues

Tues/Fri

Fri/Mon

Mon/Tues

Tues/Fri

Tues/Wed

Wed/Fri

Fri/Mon

Mon/Tues

Tues/Wed

Wed/Fri

Fri/Mon

Mon/Tues

Tues/Wed

Wed/Fri

Fri/Mon

Mon/Tues

Tues/Wed

Wed/Fri

Fri/Mon

Mon/Tues

Tues/Wed

Wed/Fri

Fri/Mon

Mon
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•

First Aid - All injury/ illness will be triaged via Medical room :
Anne Keen: Medical Safeguarding support worker – will lead on the running of the medical room day to day.
Helen Blakeledge: CLA safeguarding support worker will assist as required and to cover breaks. (Mon/Tues)
Libby Hockey: Teaching Assistant; will assist as required and to cover breaks (Weds/ Thurs)
Amanda Barnes: Cover supervisor – will assist if required to cover for staff absence.
Illness and injuries - Not COVID symptom related – Staff should send student to the medical room for triage
or in cases where student is unable to move, assistance is requested via reception. AKE to assess level of need
and necessary action.
COVID symptoms – https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/
If staff have a reason to be concerned about a student’s temperature or cough (through student reporting or
visible signs) they will be swiftly and sensitively sent to the medical room for assessment.
- Medical room staff alert assigned staff HBL (Mon/Tues) LHO (Weds -Fri) via to assist – sensitively requested
no names of student or to the nature of need.
- Students (along with their personal possessions if possible) walk to the medical room by the shortest route.
- Medical staff meet student for assessment
Medical room staff request ‘on call’ site team member to sensitively make arrangements to enhance clean the
areas potentially touched by student. i.e. door handles, handrails including the assessment room.

-

-

Medical Room Staff Actions
Medical room staff have access to comprehensive PPE and will require to wear apron, gloves, face mask and
visor when dealing with all medical issues.
The PPE will be disposed of between students if the student has received anything from the medical staff
member i.e. a cup of water to take paracetamol, cold compress.
Only 1 student will be seen at a time, after each student has been seen then the medical room staff will
disinfect where the student has been sat or been in contact with.
PPE will be disposed of and double bagged at the end of each am/pm session.
The adjacent rooms alongside the Medical room will be reserved using signage for triage and/or isolation
purposes and parents will be required to pick up students from the far end of the front of school car park.
Triage rooms will need to be cleaned regularly and in-between use.
Weather permitting, the isolation/assessment for those suspected of Covid-19 will take place outside to limit
potential transmission.
Any student or member of staff who displays symptoms will (following liaison with parents in student cases)
be sent home to self-isolate with household and book a PCR test.
Medical room staff request ‘on call’ site team member to sensitively enhance clean the areas potentially
touched by potential positive case. E.g., door handles, handrails including the assessment room.

CONFIDENTIALITY: Student/Staff medical information is private and confidential, and all staff should refrain
from sharing this with other students/staff and aim to sensitively manage any inappropriate conversations
etc. and look to provide reassurance to others.
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Appendix 2
Basic working guidelines for ALNS staff
Covid-19 Protocols
•

Do not come to work if you have coronavirus symptoms, or go home as soon as these develop
(informing your line manager), and access a test as soon as possible.

•

Clean your hands more often than usual - with running water and soap and dry them thoroughly if
that is not possible then use a sanitiser gel ensuring that all parts of the hands are covered.

•

Use the ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ approach

•

Avoid touching your mouth, nose and eyes

•

For personal safety and the safety of others we are expecting staff to wear face coverings when
they walk around the building but can be removed when working on your own at workstations such
as computers and teacher desks. In classrooms when working with students and 2m social
distancing is likely to be compromised then staff should wear a visor or a face covering.

•

Each classroom has been equipped with the following: 1 x 500ml Anti-bacterial hand sanitiser.
1 pea sized amount per student upon entry to the classroom, as and when required; 1 x Anti-bacterial
surface spray; COSHH sheet provided and 1 x roll of disposable cloths.

•

On arrival of students, staff members should spray each table/workstation with anti-bac spray and
places an individual cloth for each student to clean their own table once seated. Please repeat
process at end of session with students placing used cloth in bin by class exit on their dismissal.

•

Members of staff are encouraged to wipe down any other frequently touched surfaces e.g. door
handles etc.

•

Staff leading learning sessions take responsibility for managing a safe socially distanced entry and
exit into and from the classroom or teaching space.

•

Before the arrival of any new students the member of staff places an individual clean cloth on each
table and sprays table in readiness for the new students to clean their own desk.

•

Meet and greet students who should arrive socially distanced outside your classroom (where
possible). Enter them gradually to maintain effective social distancing remembering that being
outside lowers the risk of transmission.
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•

Modify teaching approaches in order to keep a distance from students in your class as much as
possible, particularly close face to face support

•

Avoid calling students to the front of the class or going to their desk to check on their work if not
necessary.

•

Display and refer to expectation and hand washing poster displayed in the classroom to help
students to follow the rules on hand cleaning, not touching their faces, ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ etc.

•

Do not allow students to share equipment and resources (like stationery). New stationery must be
provided for those students that is not required to be returned. Curriculum leaders have been
issued with these.

•

Try to keep classrooms well ventilated wherever possible. In cold conditions leaving doors open
throughout the lessons would not be conducive to a good and safe learning environment. Coats are
not to be worn as this will counter the consistent expectations we have for students. Ideally
windows should remain ajar where possible and staff can open door to allow for an intermittent
‘blow through’ in-between or during lessons should help ventilate the room and minimise potential
transmission risks.

•

Timing of transitions are vital. Please make sure your class are ready to leave in plenty of time to
move on at exactly the end of your session.

•

Check students know the exact route they must take to next lesson or when expecting to leave the
school site and let them go at the exact time to allow for streamlined and highly effective socially
distanced transitions

•

When dismissing students release them one at a time starting with the student closest the door
disposing of their used cleaning cloth in the bin by the exit door. (KWS will always be escorted by a
member of staff).

•

Limit your contact with other staff members, keep limited contact within your departmental team;
and don’t congregate in shared spaces, especially if they are small rooms; use outdoor spaces if
weather permits.

•

Make sure you are aware of the amendments to the school’s approach to behaviour and fully
understand what role in it you’re being asked to take
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Appendix 3
• Remote Education Provision - Information for Parents
Remote education provision: information for parents
This information is intended to provide clarity and transparency to pupils and parents or
carers about what to expect from remote education where national or local restrictions
require entire cohorts to remain at home.
For details of what to expect where individual pupils or small groups of students are selfisolating, please see the final section of this document.

What should my child expect from immediate remote education?
With remote education we aim to mirror the curriculum that is taught remotely with what
would normally have been taught face to face in school. Depending upon when we might
need to use remote education for whole cohorts or in the case of a national lockdown
subject leaders may choose to change the sequence of the topics in the curriculum map
so that what is being delivered remotely is more appropriate and topics that would be
better taught face to face are rearranged in the sequence until students are back in school.
We teach
the same
curriculum
as we do in school wherever possible and
Remote
teaching
and study
timeremotely
each day

appropriate. However, we have needed to make some adaptations in some
subjects. For example, in design if it is not feasible to follow the normal curriculum
How long can I expect work set by the school to take my child each day?
because of the use of specialist equipment and materials the lessons will be adapted
that students
canwestill
the main
aims of
the learning
accessible
For our remote
education
willaccess
be following
the normal
school
timetableusing
with itsmore
normal
times.
materials
with
several
options
on
how
to
complete
these
at
home.
Similarly,
This consists of 5 one hour lessons per day so students will be receiving the same provision as ifin
performance subjects such as music teachers are using a number of online facilities
they had been in school. Live lessons are scheduled to be 50 minutes long each to allow students
to encourage musical skills development especially where there might not be
time to finish off their work and then submit this to their teachers before they then have to join and
specialist equipment or instruments available. In PE the curriculum will be adapted
get ready
the nexteducation
lesson in time
for this
to start promptly.
forforremote
so that
it focuses
upon exercise and fitness and by being
taught live teachers will model what they want the students to do.
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Accessing remote education
How will my child access any online remote education you are providing?

All work will be set for students to access through Google Classroom. Within each subject
classroom area teachers will set the work for each lesson. All lessons will be clearly
labelled with the date to make it easy for the students to find.
All live lessons will be taught using Zoom and as above the joining codes for the Zoom
meetings will be shared through Google Classroom.

If my child does not have digital or online access at home, how will you support them to
access remote education?
We recognise that some pupils may not have suitable online access at home. We take the
following approaches to support those pupils to access remote education:

To ensure equity amongst all students it is essential to us that all students have access to
a high quality device and the Internet so that they can access the same remote education
offer as other students. By ensuring that every student has access to a device and the
Internet they can both access the lessons and submit their work.
• The Chromebook leasing scheme that started in July 2020 has ensured that over
75% of students have access to their own Chromebook when working remotely.
• When necessary we have devices, including dongles to provide internet access
that we can lend to students if they do not have either their own device or if they
do not have online access within their home.
• If parents have an issue with providing devices for their children or with Internet
access during a period of national lockdown or whole cohort isolation then they
should contact the school on admin@alns.co.uk and a member of staff will make
contact to discuss their requirements.
• Lessons are planned and delivered in a way that does not require students to
have a printer. If students need new books or any specific paper materials these
would be provided (during our sessions) once a week on a Friday from 3:00pm to
3:30pm where students can safely come and collect any exercise books they may
need from the school site. If students are unable to do this because the family are
isolating then parents should contact the school on admin@alns.co.uk and we will
be able to arrange to have the materials delivered.
• For some students who may be identified as having nowhere they could work
remotely or do not to have access to a device, depending upon the individual
circumstances we may offer a place at key worker school to ensure they are not
disadvantaged by this.
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How will my child be taught remotely?
We use a combination of the following approaches to teach pupils remotely:

Across the school, in all year groups the vast majority of students are taught their lessons
and set work for each lesson by their usual classroom teacher who knows them best and
will be in the best position to ensure the work is suitably challenging with any support
necessary to help all students make progress.
Our remote teaching approaches:
•

Live online lessons: The majority of lessons are taught live by your child’s usual
classroom teacher via Zoom. this enables teachers to teach the normal curriculum content
whenever possible and to provide the high quality teacher explanations that students
need. live lessons also provide an opportunity for both staff to ask students questions and
for the students to ask for help whenever they need it.

•

Recorded Lessons: Some lessons are taught as a recorded video made by the subject
teams and so the teacher explanations are by teachers the students know and these
follow the curriculum sequence and include the same content as a lesson would have
done in school. Recorded lessons are made for all lessons even if they have been taught
live so that they are available for students to access if due to family circumstances they
were unable to attend at the time of the live lesson.

•

Practical lessons: some lessons rely upon specialist materials and equipment or
software and so when these are taught remotely such as in Design, PE, Performance or
Computing - The curriculum is adapted to use more familiar household materials for
example in the case of Design, or individual based fitness and exercise sessions to
replace team sports in the case of PE.

•

Commercial websites: some subjects augment their live and recorded lesson offer by
also using websites that we subscribe to, to support learning. In Maths for example all
students have access to Hegarty Maths that is used to help reinforce the learning. This
gives the students an opportunity to apply what they have learned and to inform teachers
as to how the secure the learning is. In Science at key stage 4 myGCSE science is used
so students can revisit the learning and deploy it. Both Hegerty Maths and myGCSE
science also gives students immediate feedback on how they have performed.
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Engagement and feedback
What are your expectations for my child’s engagement and the support that we as parents
and carers should provide at home?

We expect all students to attend all lessons wherever possible. If it is not possible for
your child to do the work at the set time in the school day we expect students to access
the recorded version of the lesson and ensure they keep up to date with their learning.
• We expect students to try their best, attend every lesson and submit the work to
their teachers so that so that feedback can be provided.
• Where students may miss a live lesson due to illness or family circumstances we
expect them to access the recorded version of the lesson as soon as they are
reasonably able to so there are no gaps in their learning.
• A parents role in this is to encourage their child as much as possible to stick to
the school day routine and to try their hardest. We know both students and
parents find this routine really useful in helping to keep organised and ensuring
work is not put off and that the student stays up to date with their learning and
will feel confident on their return to school.
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How will you check whether my child is engaging with their work and how will I
be informed if there are concerns?
It's absolutely essential that we do everything we can to get students to engage in their
remote education so they do not fall behind their peers and there is no loss of learning
during times when students have to work remotely. To try and maximise engagement
we've put the following systems in place:
• Teachers will monitor attendance at all live lessons and where a student is not
attending the live lesson the teacher will monitor whether the work was handed
in to evidence that the student has done the recorded lesson instead.
• if a student has not attended the live lesson or submitted the work from the
recorded lesson teachers will email parents to let them know so there is an
opportunity to prompt their child to complete the work.
• If work is missing from 2 lessons in succession and the teacher has not had an
acceptable excuse from the student for this, the teacher will then phone the
parents to discuss what any potential issues are and to try and rectify the
situation and get the student engaged in the learning.
• Every two weeks we are collecting grades from all teachers for all students so
that school leaders can monitor engagement of every child and this will then
inform the actions we take to ensure that we can get every student engaged in
their remote education.
• Every week tutors will phone home to check on their tutees to see how they are
doing and to proactively identify any issues and help to rectify them.

• how, and how often, you will check pupils’ engagement with remote education
• what action you take where engagement is a concern, including how you will
inform parents and carers
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How will you assess my child’s work and progress?
Feedback can take many forms and may not always mean extensive written comments for
individual children. For example, whole-class feedback or quizzes marked automatically via digital
platforms are also valid and effective methods, amongst many others. Our approach to feeding
back on pupil work is as follows:

From many lessons staff are asking students to submit either images or an electronic copy
of their work through Google Classroom. This is primarily to check the quality of the work
that the students are doing and most of this work submitted will receive an
acknowledgement and brief comment from the member of staff.
Normally within school students receive individual feedback on specific pieces of work
every two weeks within a subject. In our remote education offer we are replicating this and
so students will receive feedback on what they have done well and the areas that they need
to focus on to improve their work in the future to help them make better progress in the
future.
Assessment can take many forms and listed below are some examples of the ways we are
assessing and ensuring students understand how well they are doing. Most subjects are
using a range of different methods rather than relying upon a single type of assessment
and feedback method.
• In some subjects such as English students will be assessed on longer written
pieces of work that they will submit to their teachers through Google Classroom.
This will then be marked by the teacher and comments made on the work and then
it will be returned to the student.
• Google Form assessments are used in any subjects such as Science, History and
Geography where questions are set in an electronic format that students complete.
Some Google Form assessments are self-marking and others will be marked by the
teacher and then returned with comments to the student.
• Some subjects use online assessment tools such as Hegarty Maths and myGCSE
science which provide quizzes and exam style questions that the students complete
online and then they receive immediate feedback in terms of how they are doing,
which answers they have got right, and which answers they have got wrong. With
these packages the teacher also has access to the students results so they can
identify any issues and ensure that these are addressed in future lessons.
• Many subjects use marked reviews where they assess students every two weeks
testing their recall and understanding of recent work and content covered earlier in
the year. Throughout any periods of remote education these will be continued but
will be in an electronic format such as Google forms instead. Students will receive
their marks and be able to make any corrections necessary once the teachers have
marked them.
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Additional support for pupils with particular needs
How will you work with me to help my child who needs additional support from adults at
home to access remote education?
We recognise that some pupils, for example some pupils with special educational needs and
disabilities (SEND), may not be able to access remote education without support from adults at
home. We acknowledge the difficulties this may place on families, and we will work with parents
and carers to support those pupils in the following ways:

Because teachers retain accountability for the progress and engagement of their own
classes students are being taught online by their usual class teacher who knows them and
their educational needs best, and therefore they will be ensuring that the work is set at an
appropriate level with support in place to allow all students within the class to access the
work. The following systems are also in place to help support students and families where
students have an identified special educational need or disability:
• For those students classed as SEND with a designated Educational Health Care
Plan (EHCP) the SENCO will make weekly calls to all their parents. This is an
academic progress call, as well as to ensure that the students can access
resources, and check up on the wellbeing of the individual.
•

Where concerns are identified additional support may be offered such as 1:1 calls
over Zoom by a teaching assistant or SENCO. Those students who are identified
with SEND but do not have an EHCP will have a wellbeing call from their tutor
fortnightly. Students identified from parental call with issues with engagement with
work will receive individual follow up phone calls from a teaching assistant to
support with engagement with work or a 1:1 Zoom video call.

• The SENCO will prioritise those students where specialist resourcing is required
and engage with appropriate agencies to request support for those individuals.
• Parent have access to guides for using remote engagement and will have updated
versions of support such as Read and Write Gold signposted.
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Remote education for self-isolating pupils
Where individual pupils need to self-isolate but the majority of their peer group remains in school,
how remote education is provided will likely differ from the approach for whole groups. This is due
to the challenges of teaching pupils both at home and in school.

If my child is not in school because they are self-isolating, how will their
remote education differ from the approaches described above?
When small groups of students or individual students or self-isolating they will still be able
to access all of the lessons that they would have studied in school but in most areas these
will be recorded versions of the lessons and not live lessons. In Maths however students
will be able to join the lessons that are happening in the classroom live using zoom.
For small groups or individuals self-isolating:
• Students will access all learning through Google Classroom where they will find the
recorded version of the lesson or a zoom link in the case of Maths.
• All lessons that are being taught in school are being mirrored in Google Classroom
with recorded versions of the lesson covering the same content so that students
that are self-isolating will not be disadvantaged by any loss of learning on their
return to school.
• Any work or assessments should be submitted online through Google Classroom
and this will be assessed and feedback provided to the student.
Our aim is to ensure that students do not fall behind because they have to self-isolate and
by providing an online version of the learning they will be able to keep up with their peers
who are still in lessons at school. We recommend that as long as they are well enough
students stick to the school routine and timings completing work in the normal time for those
lessons.
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ALNS Covid-19 Risk Assessment 2020/21 (Updated 1st March 2021)

Appendix 4
Live Lesson - Covid-19 Protocols
Live lessons: protocols for Teachers.
Live lessons are beneficial as they help us to maintain some sense of normality, allowing students to see
their teacher, retaining a feeling of community and reducing the sense of isolation. Live lessons also allow
us to model key approaches such as clear explanation, modelling and scaffolding. Guiding students through
the work, allows the teacher to control the pace of the lesson and highlight key learning points related to
prior knowledge and new learning. Live lessons also provide some structure for students and parents as
they are at set times in the school day.

Guides on using Zoom and Google Classroom will be available on https://guides.alns.co.uk
Support for parents can be found on the ALNS homepage: https://alns.co.uk/remote-learning/

Zoom will be the only platform used to deliver live lessons.
Live lessons are presented by the teacher with students communicating solely through the chat function*.
These must be recorded by the host. (No references should be made by the teachers to students’ names if
this recording is then going to be available via google classroom).
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ALNS Covid-19 Risk Assessment 2020/21 (Updated 1st March 2021)

•
All live lessons should be conducted on the school site using Zoom, being aware of what is in the
background and any background noises.
•
Live lessons will be scheduled by the individual teacher and monitored by curriculum directors. At
least 50% of lessons will be delivered live to each class in a subject.
•
Staff should keep an accurate record of who is attending the live lessons or doing the work set at
another time so they have accurate records of student engagement in order to follow up any lack of
engagement.
•

Live lessons must mirror the normal timetable.

•
For live lessons the teacher will control the cameras and mics. For live lessons all student cameras
must be switched off and all student microphones must be muted. This must be completed when
scheduling the lesson. *There may be occasions – for example with a tutorial style lesson where you trust
students to have microphones off to ask questions. These will still be recorded for your own protection but
not shared on google classroom.
•
When students join live lessons, their cameras and microphones will be off by default (as long as
the teacher hosting the lesson sets it correctly when scheduling the meeting), however students will be
able to turn them on. To avoid this, as the host teacher accepts them from the waiting room, they must
stop their cameras and microphones. This will prevent the students turning them back on.
•
Zoom must only be used for group live lessons never as a means of communicating with a student
on a 1:1 basis.
•
Communication with individual learners must only take place over the typed ‘chat’ function during
the live lesson to ensure there is a record of the conversation to safeguard staff and learners alike; the
entirety of the session needs to be also recorded by using the ‘record’ function. The ‘chat’ will appear as a
separate document alongside the recording of the lesson. This needs to be saved in the department google
drive.
•
All live lessons will be recorded by the host teacher to allow students unable to attend the live
lesson to access at another time. (Unless an alternative version of the lesson is being used to those who
cannot attend the live lesson.
•
For live lessons do not tick the box for recording automatically as the recording will begin as soon as
the lesson is started. Wait until the students have been admitted from the waiting room and then select
record.
•
The recording of the lesson will appear on your desktop. The teacher will need to save the live
lesson recording in the shared department Google Drive, delete from the desktop and then share in your
Google Classroom where appropriate.. The recording of the live lessons is also for the purposes of
safeguarding and archived securely on the Google Drive. If a student manages to turn on their camera or
microphone (which should have been disabled by the host teacher) then the lesson must not be shared
with other students via Google Classroom.
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•
The meeting ID and password needed for the lesson must be saved in the appropriate Google
Classroom before the start time. By saving these codes in Google Classroom only ALNS students can access
this information.
•
If students need any specific equipment for the live lessons this information will need to be shared
the day before each lesson via written instructions in a google classroom posting. It should be made clear
that students also need to treat this in the same way as a lesson and be prepared, dressed appropriately
(although uniform is not required) and be ready to join the live lesson in a communal area of the house.
•
Teachers must ensure that all live lesson are directly related to course materials.
•

Teachers must ensure that all incoming videos are blocked before recording the live lesson.

•
The lesson will begin with a short input from the teacher such as a demonstration via video and/or
screenshare of the PPT/resources and the task instructions given both verbally and written via the screen
share. The teacher should allow for pause points during the lesson and focus on clear explanations,
modelling and scaffolding to support students. Hinge questions should be used for students to capture
their learning during the lesson. Teachers can then give the answers to allow students to self-assess their
understanding. By giving answers and seek feedback, teachers can ascertain any misconceptions and fill
gaps.
•
Students should then have a set amount of time to complete the tasks whilst the teacher remains
online to answer any questions in the chat function
•
At the end of the lesson it’s really important for students to capture their main learning points. This
is also an opportunity for students to raise any questions about the content of the lesson which the teacher
can then plan for in future lessons or via Google Classroom as a FAQ document.
•
Teachers and learners are to be reminded of protocols which must always be adhered to. Any
breach of the protocols by staff or students should be dealt with following the schools’ policies;
expectations of student conduct must be displayed at the start of the live lesson.
•

Any misconduct will result in the teacher removing the student from the live lesson.
•Only Google Classroom, Show my Homework and ALNS connected accounts must be used to contact
learners.
•All teachers must follow the Schools’ safeguarding procedures where any concerns are apparent from
online lessons or any learner contact.
•All teachers are reminded to promote online safety and use professional language throughout the live
lessons and tutorials.
•Any videos or YouTube clips must be checked prior to the lesson to ensure appropriate content and
that they will be working during the virtual lesson.
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Guidance for Students & Parents:
•
When working remotely, students will have access to a combination of approaches including
recorded and live lessons. These lessons will be accessed via the ALNS Google Classrooms. To keep these
lessons secure, any information about live lessons and recorded lessons will be stored and accessed on the
ALNS Google Classrooms and this information, including any recorded lessons must not be copied or
shared with any other person.
•

All live lessons must be conducted via Zoom.

•
Students will only be able to join live lessons with a meeting ID and password which will be shared
through their Google Classroom. The meeting ID and password must not be shared with any other
person. These codes should never be shared or publicised on social media.
•
Students must be logged into Zoom ready for when the lesson begins (the meeting ID and password
will be found in the Google Classroom) and have any equipment needed ready.
•
Students need to be prepared. Bring equipment that would be needed for that subject (for example
have your History book ready if you have a History lesson).
•
All student cameras and microphones will be disabled by the teacher for live lessons. Student
cameras and microphones must remain switched off. However, as general good practice, we would advise
that students are logged in to the session in a communal area (e.g. not their bedroom) with a neutral
background and no personal items on display and appropriately dressed (e.g. not pyjamas). Uniform will
not be required.
•
It is the responsibility of the parent to check in on students regularly during the live lesson and
tutorials to ensure good conduct.
•

Recording or taking images by students during live lessons and tutorials is strictly prohibited.

•
The school will record all live lessons. The live lessons will be recorded for the purposes of
safeguarding and support. These will be archived securely within the ALNS Google Drive and not made
publicly accessible.
•

Any misconduct will result in the teacher removing the student from the live lesson.

•

All the normal rules that we use at school apply online too.
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Appendix 5 -Broadside Alternative Provision Risk Assessment

Precautionary
transmission
measures not
being followed in
school

ü
X
N/A

Generic Control Measures

Additional Control Measures needed to reduce risk to
an acceptable level

•

See Master Risk Assessment
Alternate Provision students have additional needs to most accessing
mainstream lessons. Social distancing and following sanitation
guidelines will be more challenging for these individuals.
Workstations/desks being used at the same time will be placed 2
metres apart as the layout of the classroom allows. Group will be split
into two smaller working groups of 5 and allocated specific classrooms
for their learning sessions. Classrooms in both the downstairs and
upstairs area will be allocated and used to facilitate this.
Weather permitting – out door works space to be used – desk required
to be sourced
Arrival at school – to use a different entrance point than other students
Broadside Alternate Provision entrance (back door of classroom)
All students and staff are asked and reminded to wash/sanitise their
hands;
• on arrival at school – students to be witnessed washing and
sanitising hand by Broadside AP staff, using sink in downstairs
classroom.
• after using the toilet and after breaks and sporting activities
• before food preparation and eating any food, including snacks
before leaving school
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ü

LMO

ü

LMO
TMA
SFE

•

•
ü

LMO

ü

LMO

ü

•

TMA

•
•

Provision arranged to
facilitate staggered entry and
exits from students to reduce
risk of students gathering in
larger numbers
Students working within
provision ‘bubble’ and not
moving between provision
and mainstream
Students arranged into
working groups of 5 with
consistent groupings and
arrangements applied
accordingly.
Use of both classroom areas
to facilitate arrangement of
students into smaller groups
as detailed
Picnic bench moved for ease
of access for outdoor learning.
Additional work spaces
accessed if feasible to

Person to
implement

What are the hazards?

Person to
implement

BROADSIDE ALTERNATIVE PROVISION RISK ASSESSMENT – TO BE USED WITH MAIN RISK ASSESSMENTS & GOVERNMENT GUIDANCE

LMO
TMA

Date to
be
actioned

1.6.20

LMO
TMA

1.6.20

LMO
TMA

1.6.20

TMA
LMO
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ü

facilitate outdoor learning
opportunities.

TMA
LMO

All students to attend on a full provision and have their own desk/
computer and equipment for the duration of the provision

•

ü

TMA
LMO

•

Equipment, stationary and text books are not shared with others and
should remain with that student on their desk (see Appendix 1-5)

•

(Continued)
Precautionary
transmission
measures not
being followed in
school

ü

TMA
LMO

Staff to meet students at start
of their learning session and
ensure hands washed and
sanitized, witnessed by staff.
This process to be followed
after use of toilet and prior to
eating food.
Staff to ensure work areas are
labelled with names. Each
computer station has an
alternative desk to work at
next to computer

Each student is assigned a
pack and work box that is
named and left on desk.

•
•

Students are directed not share their books, resources or any food or
drink items they may have. (see Appendix 1-2)
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Any resources used are
named for that student.
Students have own work
box that only they handle
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Staff implement social distancing and any other recommended
measures as far as they are able, whilst ensuring students are kept safe
and well cared for (see Appendix 1-5)
5 students per class allocated: due to the higher than normal level of
behavioural need that students present with social distancing in larger
numbers may not occur effectively.

ü

All staff

ü

LMO
TMA

ü
X
N/A

What are the hazards?

Generic Control Measures

(Continued)

Lockers are not to be used, and students are to place their bag(s) under
their desk and their coat on the backs of their chairs

ü

All staff

Where 2 metre social distancing does not consistently occur students
will be removed from that classroom if required and parents contacted.

ü

TMA
LMO

2m Social
distancing
compromised
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➢ Social distancing signage and floor
markers or cones will be used where
appropriate and this will remain
under constant review
➢ Classroom Risk Assessments are
completed by each member of staff
under the direction of their line
manager to consider how they will
operate safely in their work/office
space
➢ The following diagram shows how
distancing has been designed

Additional Control Measures needed to reduce risk to
an acceptable level

➢ Social distancing floor markers/
sports cones will be used if deemed
necessary

MHU
SJO

1.6.20
and
ongoing

CL’s

By 5.6.20

Site
team
All staff

On going

Person to
implement

See main Risk Assessment

Person to
implement

2m Social
distancing
compromised

MHU
SJO

Date to be
actioned

1.6.20
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ü

No Face to face review meetings will occur. All meetings to be
conducted virtually; ideally via Zoom
Break time – students encouraged to be outside during break time;
social distancing reminders repeated throughout

Students will be constantly reminded to social distance but for some
this may be challenging. If a student persistently does not comply with
social distancing such that others are put at additional risk students
parent to be contacted and student removed.
Withdrawal/ adaptation of provision offer to be considered in the event
of persistent non-compliance.
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TMA
LMO

ü

TMA
LMO

ü

TMA
LMO

➢ Staff to ensure that parental details
are up to date especially mobile
numbers. Additional contacts added
to system where required.
➢ Staff to ensure regular contact is
occurring.
➢ Initial review meetings to be held in
September 2020, under strict
protocols as outlined and agreed
with MHU, to set out clear
expectations and requirements for
all students restarting within
Provision.
➢ Phased return of AP students by
year group, in line with mainstream
processes, to facilitate integrated
approach to return and application
of rules by all returning students.
➢ Modelling of rules and expectations
by students previously in
attendance within provision during
phased return – reducing risk by
removing need for ‘whole group’
information and approach.
➢ Staff to supervise breaks outside or
inside.
➢ Use of emergency callout via PARS
to be used. Contact of parents and
removal from school site where
required

TMA
LMO

1.6.20

LMO
TMA

5.6.20

LMO
TMA
LMO
TMA

1.6.20

Staff and student
wellbeing

ü
X
N/A

Generic Control Measures

Additional Control Measures needed to reduce risk to
an acceptable level

Person to
implement

What are the hazards?

Person to
implement
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Date to be
actioned

See main Risk Assessment
ü

Staff are reminded to be mindful and supportive to students and fellow
colleagues as all staff and students are likely to have wide ranging
personal experiences during the period of lockdown. Students in
alternative provision may have had a more complex experience and
may not be equipped to process the situation or returning to school
appropriately.
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TMA
LWA
LMO

•

•
•

As the alternate provision
students come from a wide
background of experience
during lockdown – staff to
adapt conversations
accordingly in addition to
recognising it in oneself.
Recovery curriculum CPD to be
attended.
Additional EQ to be in place

LMO
SFE

1.6.20

SFE

1.6.20
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Appendix 6:
Asymptomatic Test Centre Protocols & Risk Assessment
Overview: This document is designed to help all staff, students, and parents to understand how the school
will promote the offer, administer, and then manage an Asymptomatic Test Centre ‘on site’ and then
administer and monitor the use of self-tests for both staff and students.
Lateral Flow Tests can help to safeguard the health of the teaching workforce and keep as many staff,
students at in school as possible by identifying individuals with coronavirus (COVID-19) who do not have
symptoms, which make up around a third of all cases.
Aim: The DfE is asking secondary schools to offer 3 tests with 3-5 days being required between each test to
on their return to school W/B 8th March.
Consent: The tests are not compulsory and will require parental consent. Consent will need to be given by
parents completing an online google form that will allow them to either give consent, refuse consent, or
inform us that their child has tested positive for COVID in the last 90 days.
Registering with NHS Test and Trace: Once consent has been provided students information will be used
to pre-populate NHS spread sheets to allow for a speedier registration process by Student Service team.
Staffing: All staff below have completed all relevant NHS Test and Trace learning modules and have had an
opportunity to observe others before
Quality Lead / Team Leader

1

MHU

Test Assistant/s

8

HBL

HHE

AHU

VFW

DHE

DRE

CAG

BCA

Chelsea

Processor/s

8

JED

LMA

RGR

SME

HTH

VET

ARU

PTH

Andy

Covid-19 Co-ordinator

1

SPO

Registration Assistant/s

1

NLO

Results Recorder/s

1

KMU

Cleaner/s

1

RPH

JAN

Location: The Sports hall will be temporarily re-purposed as an ATC from 4th March 2021 to prepare and
then manage the larger numbers of students we will be testing during the mass testing period.
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Provisional Testing Schedule for full re-opening March 2021 by Year group:
Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

Year 7

Thurs 11th

(5 days) Tues 16th

(3 days) Fri 19th

Year 8

Tues 9th

(3 days) Fri 12th

(5 days) Weds 17th

Year 9

Weds 10th

(5 days) Mon 15th

(3 days) Thurs 18th

Year 10

Weds 10th

(5 days) Mon 15th

(3 days) Thurs 18th

Year 11

Tues 9th

(3 days) Fri 12th

(5 days) Weds 17th

TEST 1 LOGISITCS
Provisional Testing Schedule for full re-opening March 2021 for Test 1:

1st test

Tuesday 9th March

Wednesday 10th
March

Thursday 11th March

0815-0835

ATC set up

ATC set up

ATC set up

0830-0915

Year 11 Mary Rose

Year 10 Mary Rose

Year 7 Mary Rose

0915-0945

Year 11 Spinnaker

Year 10 Spinnaker

0945-1015

Year 11 Victory

Year 10 Victory

1045-1115

Year 11 Warrior

Year 10 Warrior

1130-1200

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

1215-1245

Year 8 Mary Rose

Year 9 Mary Rose

Year 7 Victory

1245-1315

Year 8 Spinnaker

Year 9 Spinnaker

1315-1345

Year 8 Victory

Year 9 Victory

1345-1415

Year 8 Warrior

Year 9 Warrior

1500

ATC CLOSED

ATC CLOSED

Year 7 Spinnaker

Year 7 Warrior

ATC CLOSED

Arrival:
1. Students to arrive at their assigned time and date – see above schedule.
2. Students will be met by staff member at the South entrance large vehicle entrance. Staff
supervising will have a register; spare face coverings, radio and will ask students to respect social
distancing.
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3. A register will be taken at the school gate; students whose parents have not given consent or
whose parents have informed us they student tested positive in the last 90 days will be asked to
remain behind as all other students will be directed to the ATC in the sportshall.
4. Those students who are not due to be tested will be reminded them of key rules re; social
distancing; hand hygiene and the need to wear a face covering inside the school building and they
will be sent to their current lesson.
5. Member of staff remains at gate ready to supervise next group of students
On entry to the Asymptomatic Test Centre (ATC) Waiting area
1. MHU will meet Students on entry to ATC. Student must wear a face covering on entry to the Test
Centre and will enter via the fire doors sports hall entrance at the rear of the Year 11 marquee. On
entry they will be required to place their school bag on the left wall on entry so they can easily be
retrieved on completion of the test.
2. Students must sit on an assigned bench or seat socially distanced from peers wearing a face
covering unless exempt. Staff will require students to sanitise hands at this point.
3. MHU will welcome student to ATC to reassure students and briefly explains process of testing etc.
4. Supporting staff will distribute their own named pre-registered test cards. Attached to the cards will
be the spare bar codes in case there is a need to re-test student if the test result is void.
5. Students will be brought forward in small groups to stand socially distanced and await entry to ATC
testing area behind dividing green net in sporthall.
On entry to the Asymptomatic Test Centre (ATC) testing area (behind dividing green net)
1. Registration staff will register bar code on entry and direct student to a free testing bay where they
will be supervised to conduct test by trained testing school staff.
2. On completion of test students leave test centre and re-enter the waiting area on the opposite side
of the sportshall they entered.
3. They collect their school bag and make their way to await result in the Year 7 marquee.
4. A member of school staff will supervise students awaiting results where students will need to
maintain social distancing.
5. The ATC results recorder will inform supervising member of staff by radio which students can be
sent to their current lesson.
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What if someone test positive?
1. If a student test positive, then MHU (or another Senior leader) will immediately and discreetly
speak to them outside to make arrangements for them to go home by notifying parents so they can
self-isolate with their household and support bubble if it exists and book a confirmatory PCR test.
2. Students, awaiting to be picked up by parents, can do so under the cover at the front of new school
entrance with a member of staff at a good social distance.
TEST 2 & 3 LOGISITCS
Provisional Testing Schedule for full re-opening March 2021 for Test 2 & 3:

2nd & 3rd test

Friday 10th
March

Monday
13th March

Tuesday
Wednesday Thursday
14th March 15th March 16th March

Friday 17th
March

0815-0830

ATC set up

ATC set up

ATC set up

ATC set up

ATC set up

ATC set up

0830-1015

Year 11

Year 10

Year 7

Year 11

Year 10

Year 7

1045-1115

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

1115-1200

Year 11/8

Year 10/9

Year 7

Year 11/8

Year 10/9

Year 7

1230-1300

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

1300- 1430

Year 8

Year 9

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 7

1500

ATC
CLOSED

ATC
CLOSED

ATC
CLOSED

ATC
CLOSED

ATC
CLOSED

ATC
CLOSED

Arrival:
1. Students collected from class during the above times – see above schedule.
On entry to the Asymptomatic Test Centre (ATC) Waiting area
1. Staff member meet Students on entry to ATC. Student must wear a face covering on entry to the
Test Centre and will enter via the fire doors sports hall entrance at the rear of the Year 11 marquee.
On entry they will be required to place their school bag on the left wall on entry so they can easily
be retrieved on completion of the test.
2. Students must sit on an assigned bench or seat socially distanced from peers wearing a face
covering unless exempt. Staff will require students to sanitise hands at this point.
3. Supporting staff will distribute their own named pre-registered test cards. Attached to the cards will
be the spare bar codes in case there is a need to re-test student if the test result is void.
4. Students will be brought forward in small groups to stand socially distanced and await entry to ATC
testing area behind dividing green net in sporthall.
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On entry to the Asymptomatic Test Centre (ATC) testing area (behind dividing green net)
1. Registration staff will register bar code on entry and direct student to a free testing bay where they
will be supervised to conduct test by trained testing school staff.
2. On completion of test students leave test centre and re-enter the waiting area on the opposite side
of the sportshall they entered.
3. They collect their school bag and return to class.
What if someone test positive?
1. If a student test positive, then MHU (or another Senior leader) will immediately and discreetly
speak to them outside to make arrangements for them to go home by notifying parents so they can
self-isolate with their household and support bubble if it exists and book a confirmatory PCR test.
2. Contact tracing will be completed at that time.
3. Students, awaiting to be picked up by parents, can do so under the cover at the front of new school
entrance with a member of staff at a good social distance.
Self-testing kits
On student’s 3rd and final test, they will be given self-test kits to take home with them.
Students can test twice weekly at home with self-testing kits provided after their 3rd and final test in
school. Students will be asked to register test result on NHS Test and Trace website
Students must inform the school of the result by completing online google form that simply asks for their
name, date of test and the result wither Negative, Positive or Void.
Risk Assessment of ATC:
Below is the most recent NHS Test and Trace Risk Assessment document for the ‘on-site’ ATC which will be
added to as new staff are trained and inducted.
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